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Features

Audio intercom platform
Supports up to six BirdDog devices
Auto source detection
Compatible with all BirdDog hardware
Create upto 5 Groups

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

BirdDog compatible NDI Encoder/Decoder
Windows 10 and above
Intel Core i5 series processor and above recommended
Touch enabled device recommended
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World’s Best NDI® Audio Intercom System

Harnessing the true power of NDI®, BirdDog Comms Pro is the world’s first audio
intercom system integrating live camera feeds.
Be in total control and see every angle of your live production with live video windows
from every BirdDog NDI® enabled camera source.

See everything. Video preview windows

Comms Pro has reimagined what an Audio Intercom system should look like. With
video windows available for all the BirdDog Encoded NDI® Sources your director now
has vision of all the cameras at their fingertips.

5 party lines. Talk to who you need

Intuitive group management ensures everyone is on the right channel. Comms Pro
makes it super easy to set up the call groups for clear lines of communication.

Push to talk

With support for Push To Talk (PTT) function talking to you. For the camera
operators, simply push your call button on any 4 Pole TRRS headset and talk to the
group you have been set up in. On the directors side you simply push any of the
groups to talk to that group. It’s really that easy.

Touchscreen. Make your life easy

Every second counts in the fast paced world of live production. By using a Windows
10 Pro enabled touchscreen tablet the show director has direct lines of
communication to the camera operators at their fingertips.

Compatible with all BirdDog hardware

Comms Pro is compatible with all BirdDog hardware including Studio NDI, Mini and
the ground-breaking PTZ Line.

Auto source detection

Comms Pro automatically detects all your BirdDog compatible devices and for easy
grouping and set up.
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BYO headset. The choice is yours

Comms Lite supports 4 pole, TRRS headsets so you can choose your own headset.
From low cost android in-ear headphones, through to gaming headphones, to high
end audio intercom headsets there is an vast array of options available to suit your
needs and budget.
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